Abstract-Object detection, as of one the most fundamental and challenging problems in computer vision, has received great attention in recent years. Its development in the past two decades can be regarded as an epitome of computer vision history. If we think of today's object detection as a technical aesthetics under the power of deep learning, then turning back the clock 20 years we would witness the wisdom of cold weapon era. This paper extensively reviews 400+ papers of object detection in the light of its technical evolution, spanning over a quarter-century's time (from the 1990s to 2019). A number of topics have been covered in this paper, including the milestone detectors in history, detection datasets, metrics, fundamental building blocks of the detection system, speed up techniques, and the recent state of the art detection methods. This paper also reviews some important detection applications, such as pedestrian detection, face detection, text detection, etc, and makes an in-deep analysis of their challenges as well as technical improvements in recent years.
INTRODUCTION
O BJECT detection is an important computer vision task that deals with detecting instances of visual objects of a certain class (such as humans, animals, or cars) in digital images. The objective of object detection is to develop computational models and techniques that provide one of the most basic pieces of information needed by computer vision applications: What objects are where?
As one of the fundamental problems of computer vision, object detection forms the basis of many other computer vision tasks, such as instance segmentation [1] [2] [3] [4] , image captioning [5] [6] [7] , object tracking [8] , etc. From the application point of view, object detection can be grouped into two research topics "general object detection" and "detection applications", where the former one aims to explore the methods of detecting different types of objects under a unified framework to simulate the human vision and cognition, and the later one refers to the detection under specific application scenarios, such as pedestrian detection, face detection, text detection, etc. In recent years, the rapid development of deep learning techniques [9] has brought new blood into object detection, leading to remarkable breakthroughs and pushing it forward to a research hot-spot with unprecedented attention. Object detection has now been widely used in many real-world applications, such as autonomous driving, robot vision, video surveillance, etc. Fig. 1 shows the growing number of publications that are associated with "object detection" over the past two decades.
• Difference from other related reviews A number of reviews of general object detection have been published in recent years [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The main difference between this paper and the above reviews are summarized as follows:
1. A comprehensive review in the light of technical evolutions: This paper extensively reviews 400+ papers in the development history of object detection, spanning over a quarter-century's time (from the 1990s to 2019). Most of the previous reviews merely focus on a short historical period or on some specific detection tasks without considering the technical evolutions over their entire lifetime. Standing on the highway of the history not only helps readers build a complete knowledge hierarchy but also helps to find future directions of this fast developing field.
2. An in-depth exploration of the key technologies and the recent state of the arts: After years of development, the state of the art object detection systems have been integrated with a large number of techniques such as "multiscale detection", "hard negative mining", "bounding box [10, 11] , HOG Det. [12] , DPM [13] [14] [15] , RCNN [16] , SPPNet [17] , Fast RCNN [18] , Faster RCNN [19] , YOLO [20] , SSD [21] , Pyramid Networks [22] , Retina-Net [23] .
regression", etc. However, previous reviews lack fundamental analysis to help readers understand the nature of these sophisticated techniques, e.g., "Where did they come from and how did they evolve?" "What are the pros and cons of each group of methods?" This paper makes an in-depth analysis for readers of the above concerns.
A comprehensive analysis of detection speed up techniques:
The acceleration of object detection has long been a crucial but challenging task. This paper makes an extensive review of the speed up techniques in 20 years of object detection history at multiple levels, including "detection pipeline" (e.g., cascaded detection, feature map shared computation), "detection backbone" (e.g., network compression, lightweight network design), and "numerical computation" (e.g., integral image, vector quantization). This topic is rarely covered by previous reviews.
•
Difficulties and Challenges in Object Detection
Despite people always asking "what are the difficulties and challenges in object detection?", actually, this question is not easy to answer and may even be over-generalized. As different detection tasks have totally different objectives and constraints, their difficulties may vary from each other. In addition to some common challenges in other computer vision tasks such as objects under different viewpoints, illuminations, and intraclass variations, the challenges in object detection include but not limited to the following aspects: object rotation and scale changes (e.g., small objects), accurate object localization, dense and occluded object detection, speed up of detection, etc. In Sections 4 and 5, we will give a more detailed analysis of these topics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the 20 years' evolutionary history of object detection. Some speed up techniques in object detection will be introduced in Section 3. Some state of the art detection methods in the recent three years are summarized in Section 4. Some important detection applications will be reviewed in Section 5. In Section 6, we conclude this paper and make an analysis of the further research directions.
OBJECT DETECTION IN 20 YEARS
In this section, we will review the history of object detection in multiple aspects, including milestone detectors, object detection datasets, metrics, and the evolution of key techniques.
A Road Map of Object Detection
In the past two decades, it is widely accepted that the progress of object detection has generally gone through two historical periods: "traditional object detection period (before 2014)" and "deep learning based detection period (after 2014)", as shown in Fig. 2 .
Milestones: Traditional Detectors
If we think of today's object detection as a technical aesthetics under the power of deep learning, then turning back the clock 20 years we would witness "the wisdom of cold weapon era". Most of the early object detection algorithms were built based on handcrafted features. Due to the lack of effective image representation at that time, people have no choice but to design sophisticated feature representations, and a variety of speed up skills to exhaust the usage of limited computing resources.
• Viola Jones Detectors 18 years ago, P. Viola and M. Jones achieved real-time detection of human faces for the first time without any constraints (e.g., skin color segmentation) [10, 11] . Running on a 700MHz Pentium III CPU, the detector was tens or even hundreds of times faster than any other algorithms in its time under comparable detection accuracy. The detection algorithm, which was later referred to the "Viola-Jones (VJ) detector", was herein given by the authors' names in memory of their significant contributions.
The VJ detector follows a most straight forward way of detection, i.e., sliding windows: to go through all possible locations and scales in an image to see if any window contains a human face. Although it seems to be a very simple process, the calculation behind it was far beyond the computer's power of its time. The VJ detector has dramatically improved its detection speed by incorporating three important techniques: "integral image", "feature selection", and "detection cascades".
1) Integral image:
The integral image is a computational method to speed up box filtering or convolution process. Like other object detection algorithms in its time [29] [30] [31] , the Haar wavelet is used in VJ detector as the feature representation of an image. The integral image makes the computational complexity of each window in VJ detector independent of its window size.
2) Feature selection: Instead of using a set of manually selected Haar basis filters, the authors used Adaboost algorithm [32] to select a small set of features that are mostly helpful for face detection from a huge set of random features pools (about 180k-dimensional).
3) Detection cascades: A multi-stage detection paradigm (a.k.a. the "detection cascades") was introduced in VJ detector to reduce its computational overhead by spending less computations on background windows but more on face targets.
HOG Detector
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature descriptor was originally proposed in 2005 by N. Dalal and B. Triggs [12] . HOG can be considered as an important improvement of the scale-invariant feature transform [33, 34] and shape contexts [35] of its time. To balance the feature invariance (including translation, scale, illumination, etc) and the nonlinearity (on discriminating different objects categories), the HOG descriptor is designed to be computed on a dense grid of uniformly spaced cells and use overlapping local contrast normalization (on "blocks") for improving accuracy. Although HOG can be used to detect a variety of object classes, it was motivated primarily by the problem of pedestrian detection. To detect objects of different sizes, the HOG detector rescales the input image for multiple times while keeping the size of a detection window unchanged. The HOG detector has long been an important foundation of many object detectors [13, 14, 36] and a large variety of computer vision applications for many years.
• Deformable Part-based Model (DPM) DPM, as the winners of VOC-07, -08, and -09 detection challenges, was the peak of the traditional object detection methods. DPM was originally proposed by P. Felzenszwalb [13] in 2008 as an extension of the HOG detector, and then a variety of improvements have been made by R. Girshick [14, 15, 37, 38] .
The DPM follows the detection philosophy of "divide and conquer", where the training can be simply considered as the learning of a proper way of decomposing an object, and the inference can be considered as an ensemble of detections on different object parts. For example, the problem of detecting a "car" can be considered as the detection of its window, body, and wheels. This part of the work, a.k.a. "star-model", was completed by P. Felzenszwalb et al. [13] . Later on, R. Girshick has further extended the star-model to the "mixture models" [14, 15, 37, 38] to deal with the objects in the real world under more significant variations.
A typical DPM detector consists of a root-filter and a number of part-filters. Instead of manually specifying the configurations of the part filters (e.g., size and location), a weakly supervised learning method is developed in DPM where all configurations of part filters can be learned automatically as latent variables. R. Girshick has further formulated this process as a special case of Multi-Instance learning [39] , and some other important techniques such as "hard negative mining", "bounding box regression", and "context priming" are also applied for improving detection accuracy (to be introduced in Section 2.3). To speed up the detection, Girshick developed a technique for "compiling" detection models into a much faster one that implements a cascade architecture, which has achieved over 10 times acceleration without sacrificing any accuracy [14, 38] . Although today's object detectors have far surpassed DPM in terms of the detection accuracy, many of them are still deeply influenced by its valuable insights, e.g., mixture models, hard negative mining, bounding box regression, etc. In 2010, P. Felzenszwalb and R. Girshick were awarded the "lifetime achievement" by PASCAL VOC.
Milestones: CNN based Two-stage Detectors
As the performance of hand-crafted features became saturated, object detection has reached a plateau after 2010. R. Girshick says: "... progress has been slow during 2010-2012, with small gains obtained by building ensemble systems and employing minor variants of successful methods" [38] . In 2012, the world saw the rebirth of convolutional neural networks [40] . As a deep convolutional network is able to learn robust and high-level feature representations of an image, a natural question is whether we can bring it to object detection? R. Girshick et al. took the lead to break the deadlocks in 2014 by proposing the Regions with CNN features (RCNN) for object detection [16, 41] . Since then, object detection started to evolve at an unprecedented speed.
In deep learning era, object detection can be grouped into two genres: "two-stage detection" and "one-stage detection", where the former frames the detection as a "coarseto-fine" process while the later frames it as to "complete in one step".
RCNN
The idea behind RCNN is simple: It starts with the extraction of a set of object proposals (object candidate boxes) by selective search [42] . Then each proposal is rescaled to a fixed size image and fed into a CNN model trained on ImageNet (say, AlexNet [40] ) to extract features. Finally, linear SVM classifiers are used to predict the presence of an object within each region and to recognize object categories.
RCNN yields a signicant performance boost on VOC07, with a large improvement of mean Average Precision (mAP) from 33.7% (DPM-v5 [43] ) to 58.5%.
Although RCNN has made great progress, its drawbacks are obvious: the redundant feature computations on a large number of overlapped proposals (over 2000 boxes from one image) leads to an extremely slow detection speed (14s per image with GPU). Later in the same year, SPPNet [17] was proposed and has overcome this problem.
SPPNet
In 2014, K. He et al. proposed Spatial Pyramid Pooling Networks (SPPNet) [17] . Previous CNN models require a fixed-size input, e.g., a 224x224 image for AlexNet [40] . The main contribution of SPPNet is the introduction of a Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) layer, which enables a CNN to generate a fixed-length representation regardless of the size of image/region of interest without rescaling it. When using SPPNet for object detection, the feature maps can be computed from the entire image only once, and then fixedlength representations of arbitrary regions can be generated for training the detectors, which avoids repeatedly computing the convolutional features. SPPNet is more than 20 times faster than R-CNN without sacrificing any detection accuracy (VOC07 mAP=59.2%).
Although SPPNet has effectively improved the detection speed, there are still some drawbacks: first, the training is still multi-stage, second, SPPNet only fine-tunes its fully connected layers while simply ignores all previous layers. Later in the next year, Fast RCNN [18] was proposed and solved these problems.
Fast RCNN
In 2015, R. Girshick proposed Fast RCNN detector [18] , which is a further improvement of R-CNN and SPPNet [16, 17] . Fast RCNN enables us to simultaneously train a detector and a bounding box regressor under the same network configurations. On VOC07 dataset, Fast RCNN increased the mAP from 58.5% (RCNN) to 70.0% while with a detection speed over 200 times faster than R-CNN.
Although Fast-RCNN successfully integrates the advantages of R-CNN and SPPNet, its detection speed is still limited by the proposal detection (see Section 2.3.2 for more details). Then, a question naturally arises: "can we generate object proposals with a CNN model?" Later, Faster R-CNN [19] has answered this question.
Faster RCNN
In 2015, S. Ren et al. proposed Faster RCNN detector [19, 44] shortly after the Fast RCNN. Faster RCNN is the first end-to-end, and the first near-realtime deep learning detector (COCO mAP@.5=42.7%, COCO mAP@[.5,.95]=21.9%, VOC07 mAP=73.2%, VOC12 mAP=70.4%, 17fps with ZFNet [45] ). The main contribution of Faster-RCNN is the introduction of Region Proposal Network (RPN) that enables nearly cost-free region proposals. From R-CNN to Faster RCNN, most individual blocks of an object detection system, e.g., proposal detection, feature extraction, bounding box regression, etc, have been gradually integrated into a unified, end-to-end learning framework.
Although Faster RCNN breaks through the speed bottleneck of Fast RCNN, there is still computation redundancy at subsequent detection stage. Later, a variety of improvements have been proposed, including RFCN [46] and Light head RCNN [47] . ( [20] . YOLO is extremely fast: a fast version of YOLO runs at 155fps with VOC07 mAP=52.7%, while its enhanced version runs at 45fps with VOC07 mAP=63.4% and VOC12 mAP=57.9%. YOLO is the abbreviation of "You Only Look Once". It can be seen from its name that the authors have completely abandoned the previous detection paradigm of "proposal detection + verification". Instead, it follows a totally different philosophy: to apply a single neural network to the full image. This network divides the image into regions and predicts bounding boxes and probabilities for each region simultaneously. Later, R. Joseph has made a series of improvements on basis of YOLO and has proposed its v2 and v3 editions [48, 49] , which further improve the detection accuracy while keeps a very high detection speed.
In spite of its great improvement of detection speed, YOLO suffers from a drop of the localization accuracy compared with two-stage detectors, especially for some small objects. YOLO's subsequent versions [48, 49] and the latter proposed SSD [21] has paid more attention to this problem.
• Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) SSD [21] was proposed by W. Liu et al. in 2015. It was the second one-stage detector in deep learning era. The main contribution of SSD is the introduction of the multi-reference and multi-resolution detection techniques (to be introduce in Section 2.3.2), which significantly improves the detection accuracy of a one-stage detector, especially for some small objects. SSD has advantages in terms of both detection speed and accuracy (VOC07 mAP=76.8%, VOC12 mAP=74.9%, COCO mAP@.5=46.5%, mAP@[.5,.95]=26.8%, a fast version runs at 59fps). The main difference between SSD and any previous detectors is that the former one detects objects of different scales on different layers of the network, while the latter ones only run detection on their top layers.
RetinaNet
In despite of its high speed and simplicity, the one-stage detectors have trailed the accuracy of two-stage detectors for years. T.-Y. Lin et al. have discovered the reasons behind and proposed RetinaNet in 2017 [23] . They claimed that the extreme foreground-background class imbalance encountered during training of dense detectors is the central cause. To this end, a new loss function named "focal loss" has been introduced in RetinaNet by reshaping the standard cross entropy loss so that detector will put more focus on hard, misclassified examples during training. Focal Loss enables the one-stage detectors to achieve comparable accuracy of two-stage detectors while maintaining very high detection speed. (COCO mAP@.5=59.1%, mAP@[.5, .95]=39.1%).
Object Detection Datasets and Metrics
Building larger datasets with less bias is critical for developing advanced computer vision algorithms. In object detection, a number of well-known datasets and benchmarks have been released in the past 10 years, including the datasets of PASCAL VOC Challenges [50, 51] (e.g., VOC2007, VOC2012), ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (e.g., ILSVRC2014) [52] , MS-COCO Detection Challenge [53] , etc. The statistics of these datasets are given in Table 1 . Fig. 4 shows some image examples of these datasets. Fig. 3 shows the improvements of detection accuracy on VOC07, VOC12 and MS-COCO datasets from 2008 to 2018. [50, 51] was one of the most important competition in early computer vision community. There are multiple tasks in PASCAL VOC, including image classification, object detection, semantic segmentation and action detection. Two versions of Pascal-VOC are mostly used in object detection: VOC07 and VOC12, where the former consists of 5k tr. images + 12k annotated objects, and the latter consists of 11k tr. images + 27k annotated objects. 20 classes of objects that are common in life are annotated in these two datasets (Person: person; Animal: bird, cat, cow, dog, horse, sheep; Vehicle: aeroplane, bicycle, boat, bus, car, motor-bike, train; Indoor: bottle, chair, dining table, potted plant, sofa, tv/monitor). In recent years, as some larger datasets like ILSVRC and MS-COCO (to be introduced) has been released, the VOC has gradually fallen out of fashion and has now become a test-bed for most new detectors.
ILSVRC
The ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) 2 [52] has pushed forward the state of the art in generic object detection. ILSVRC is organized each year from 2010 to 2017. It contains a detection challenge using ImageNet images [57] . The ILSVRC detection dataset contains 200 classes of visual objects. The number of its 1 . http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk/pascal/VOC/ 2. http://image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/ Fig. 3 . The accuracy improvements of object detection on VOC07, VOC12 and MS-COCO datasets. Detectors in this figure: DPM-v1 [13] , DPM-v5 [54] , RCNN [16] , SPPNet [17] , Fast RCNN [18] , Faster RCNN [19] , SSD [21] , FPN [22] , Retina-Net [23] , RefineDet [55] , TridentNet [56] .
images/object instances is two orders of magnitude larger than VOC. For example, ILSVRC-14 contains 517k images and 534k annotated objects.
MS-COCO

3 [53] is the most challenging object detection dataset available today. The annual competition based on MS-COCO dataset has been held since 2015. It has less number of object categories than ILSVRC, but more object instances. For example, MS-COCO-17 contains 164k images and 897k annotated objects from 80 categories. Compared with VOC and ILSVRC, the biggest progress of MS-COCO is that apart from the bounding box annotations, each object is further labeled using per-instance segmentation to aid in precise localization. In addition, MS-COCO contains more small objects (whose area is smaller than 1% of the image) and more densely located objects than VOC and ILSVRC. All these features make the objects distribution in MS-COCO closer to those of the real world. Just like ImageNet in its time, MS-COCO has become the de facto standard for the object detection community.
Open Images
The year of 2018 sees the introduction of the Open Images Detection (OID) challenge 4 [58] , following MS-COCO but at an unprecedented scale. There are two tasks in Open Images: 1) the standard object detection, and 2) the visual relationship detection which detects paired objects in particular relations. For the object detection task, the dataset consists of 1,910k images with 15,440k annotated bounding boxes on 600 object categories.
Datasets of Other Detection Tasks
In addition to general object detection, the past 20 years also witness the prosperity of detection applications in specific areas, such as pedestrian detection, face detection, text detection, traffic sign/light detection, and remote sensing target detection. Tables 2-6 list some of the popular datasets of these detection tasks 5 . A detailed introduction of the detection methods of these tasks can be found in Section 5.
Metrics
How can we evaluate the effectiveness of an object detector? This question may even have different answers at different time.
In the early time's detection community, there is no widely accepted evaluation criteria on detection performance. For example, in the early research of pedestrian detection [12] , the "miss rate vs. false positives per-window (FPPW)" was usually used as a metric. However, the perwindow measurement (FPPW) can be flawed and fails 5 . The #Cites shows statistics as of Feb. 2019.
to predict full image performance in certain cases [59] . In 2009, the Caltech pedestrian detection benchmark was created [59, 60] and since then, the evaluation metric has changed from per-window (FPPW) to false positives perimage (FPPI).
In recent years, the most frequently used evaluation for object detection is "Average Precision (AP)", which was originally introduced in VOC2007. AP is defined as the average detection precision under different recalls, and is usually evaluated in a category specific manner. To compare performance over all object categories, the mean AP (mAP) averaged over all object categories is usually used as the final metric of performance. To measure the object localization accuracy, the Intersection over Union (IoU) is used to check whether the IoU between the predicted box and the ground truth box is greater than a predefined threshold, say, 0.5. If yes, the object will be identified as "successfully detected", otherwise will be identified as "missed". The 0.5-IoU based mAP has then become the de facto metric for object detection problems for years.
After 2014, due to the popularity of MS-COCO datasets, researchers started to pay more attention to the accuracy of the bounding box location. Instead of using a fixed IoU threshold, MS-COCO AP is averaged over multiple IoU thresholds between 0.5 (coarse localization) and 0.95 (perfect localization). This change of the metric has encouraged more accurate object localization and may be of great importance for some real-world applications (e.g., imagine there is a robot arm trying to grasp a spanner).
Recently, there are some further developments of the evaluation in the Open Images dataset, e.g., by considering the group-of boxes and the non-exhaustive image-level category hierarchies. Some researchers also have proposed some alternative metrics, e.g., "localization recall precision" [94] . Despite the recent changes, the VOC/COCO-based mAP is still the most frequently used evaluation metric for object detection.
Technical Evolution in Object Detection
In this section, we will introduce some important building blocks of a detection system and their technical evolutions in the past 20 years.
Early Time's Dark Knowledge
The early time's object detection (before 2000) did not follow a unified detection philosophy like sliding window detection. Detectors at that time were usually designed based on low-level and mid-level vision as follows.
• Components, shapes and edges "Recognition-by-components", as an important cognitive theory [98] , has long been the core idea of image recognition and object detection [13, 99, 100] . Some early researchers framed the object detection as a measurement of similarity between the object components, shapes and contours, including Distance Transforms [101] tion problems. Therefore, machine learning based detection methods were beginning to prosper.
Machine learning based detection has gone through multiple periods, including the statistical models of appearance (before 1998), wavelet feature representations (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) , and gradient-based representations (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) .
Building statistical models of an object, like Eigenfaces [95, 106] as shown in Fig 5 (a) , was the first wave of learning based approaches in object detection history. In 1991, M. Turk et al. achieved real-time face detection in a lab environment by using Eigenface decomposition [95] . Compared with the rule-based or template based approaches of its time [107, 108] , a statistical model better provides holistic descriptions of an object's appearance by learning taskspecific knowledge from data.
Wavelet feature transform started to dominate visual recognition and object detection since 2000. The essence of this group of methods is learning by transforming an image from pixels to a set of wavelet coefficients. Among these methods, the Haar wavelet, owing to its high computational efficiency, has been mostly used in many object detection tasks, such as general object detection [29] , face detection [10, 11, 109] , pedestrian detection [30, 31] , etc. Fig 5 (d) shows a set of Haar wavelets basis learned by a VJ detector [10, 11] for human faces.
• Early time's CNN for object detection
The history of using CNN to detecting objects can be traced back to the 1990s [96] , where Y. LeCun et al. have made great contributions at that time. Due to limitations in computing resources, CNN models at the time were much smaller and shallower than those of today. Despite this, the computational efficiency was still considered as one of the tough nuts to crack in early times's CNN based detection models. Y. LeCun et al. have made a series of improvements like "shared-weight replicated neural network" [96] and "space displacement network" [97] to reduce the computations by extending each layer of the convolutional network so as to cover the entire input image, as shown in Fig. 5 (b)-(c). In this way, the feature of any location of the entire image can be extracted by taking only one time of forward propagation of the network. This can be considered as the prototype of today's fully convolutional networks (FCN) [110, 111] , which was proposed almost 20 years later. CNN also has been applied to other tasks such as face detection [112, 113] and hand tracking [114] of its time.
Technical Evolution of Multi-Scale Detection
Multi-scale detection of objects with "different sizes" and "different aspect ratios" is one of the main technical challenges in object detection. In the past 20 years, multiscale detection has gone through multiple historical periods: "feature pyramids and sliding windows (before 2014)", "detection with object proposals (2010-2015)", "deep regression (2013-2016)", "multi-reference detection (after 2015)", and "multi-resolution detection (after 2016)", as shown in Fig. 6 .
• Feature pyramids + sliding windows (before 2014)
With the increase of computing power after the VJ detector, researchers started to pay more attention to an intuitive way of detection by building "feature pyramid + sliding windows". From 2004 to 2014, a number of milestone detectors were built based on this detection paradigm, including the HOG detector, DPM, and even the Overfeat detector [103] of the deep learning era (winner of ILSVRC-13 localization task).
Early detection models like VJ detector and HOG detector were specifically designed to detect objects with a "fixed aspect ratio" (e.g., faces and upright pedestrians) by simply building the feature pyramid and sliding fixed size detection window on it. The detection of "various aspect ratios" was not considered at that time. To detect objects with a more complex appearance like those in PASCAL VOC, R. Girshick et al. began to seek better solutions outside the feature pyramid. The "mixture model" [15] was one of the best solutions at that time, by training multiple models to detect objects with different aspect ratios. Apart from this, exemplar-based detection [36, 115] provided another solution by training individual models for every object instance (exemplar) of the training set.
As objects in the modern datasets (e.g., MS-COCO) become more diversified, the mixture model or exemplarbased methods inevitably lead to more miscellaneous detection models. A question then naturally arises: is there a unified multi-scale approach to detect objects of different aspect ratios? The introduction of "object proposals" (to be introduced) has answered this question. Object proposals refer to a group of class-agnostic candidate boxes that likely to contain any objects. It was first time applied in object detection in 2010 [116] . Detection with object proposals helps to avoid the exhaustive sliding window search across an image.
An object proposal detection algorithm should meet the following three requirements: 1) high recall rate, 2) high localization accuracy, and 3) on basis of the first two requirements, to improve precision and reduce processing time. Modern proposal detection methods can be divided into three categories: 1) segmentation grouping approaches [42, [117] [118] [119] , 2) window scoring approaches [116, [120] [121] [122] , and 3) neural network based approaches [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] . We refer readers to the following papers for a comprehensive review of these methods [129, 130] .
Early time's proposal detection methods followed a bottom-up detection philosophy [116, 120] and were deeply affected by visual saliency detection. Later, researchers started to move to low-level vision (e.g., edge detection) and more careful handcrafted skills to improve the localization of candidate boxes [42, 117-119, 122, 131] . After 2014, with the popularity of deep CNN in visual recognition, the topdown, learning-based approaches began to show more advantages in this problem [19, 121, 123, 124] . Since then, the object proposal detection has evolved from the bottom-up vision to "overfitting to a specific set of object classes", and the distinction between detectors and proposal generators is becoming blurred [132] .
As "object proposal" has revolutionized the sliding window detection and has quickly dominated the deep learning based detectors, in 2014-2015, many researchers began to ask the following questions: what is the main role of the object proposals in detection? Is it for improving accuracy, or simply for detection speed up? To answer this question, some researchers have tried to weaken the role of the proposals [133] or simply perform sliding window detection on CNN features [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] , but none of them obtained satisfactory results. The proposal detection has soon slipped out of sight after the rise of one-stage detectors and "deep regression" techniques (to be introduced).
• Deep regression (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) In recent years, as the increase of GPU's computing power, the way people deal with multi-scale detection has become more and more straight forward and brute-force. The idea of using the deep regression to solve multi-scale problems is very simple, i.e., to directly predict the coordinates of a bounding box based on the deep learning features [20, 104] . The advantage of this approach is that it is simple and easy to implement while the disadvantage is the localization may not be accurate enough especially for some small objects. "Multi-reference detection" (to be introduced) has latter solved this problem.
Multi-reference/-resolution detection (after 2015)
Multi-reference detection is the most popular framework for multi-scale object detection [19, 21, 44, 48] . Its main idea is to pre-define a set of reference boxes (a.k.a. anchor boxes) with different sizes and aspect-ratios at different locations of an image, and then predict the detection box based on these references.
A typical loss of each predefined anchor box consists of two parts: 1) a cross-entropy loss for category recognition and 2) an L1/L2 regression loss for object localization. A general form of the loss function can be written as follows:
where t and t * are the locations of predicted and groundtruth bounding box, p and p * are their category probabilities. IOU{a, a * } is the IOU between the anchor a and its ground-truth a * . η is an IOU threshold, say, 0.5. If an anchor that does not cover any objects, its localization loss does not count in the final loss.
Another popular technique in the last two years is multiresolution detection [21, 22, 55, 105] , i.e. by detecting objects of different scales at different layers of the network. Since a CNN naturally forms a feature pyramid during its forward propagation, it is easier to detect larger objects in deeper layers and smaller ones in shallower layers. Multi-reference and multi-resolution detection have now become two basic building blocks in the state of the art object detection systems. [10] , HOG Det. [12] , DPM [13, 15] , Exemplar SVM [36] , Overfeat [103] , RCNN [16] , SPPNet [17] , Fast RCNN [18] , Faster RCNN [19] , DNN Det. [104] , YOLO [20] , YOLO-v2 [48] , SSD [21] , Unified Det. [105] , FPN [22] , RetinaNet [23] , RefineDet [55] , TridentNet [56] .
Technical Evolution of Bounding Box Regression
The Bounding Box (BB) regression is an important technique in object detection. It aims to refine the location of a predicted bounding box based on the initial proposal or the anchor box. In the past 20 years, the evolution of BB regression has gone through three historical periods: "without BB regression (before 2008)", "from BB to BB (2008-2013)", and "from feature to BB (after 2013)". Fig. 7 shows the evolutions of bounding box regression.
• Without BB regression (before 2008) Most of the early detection methods such as VJ detector and HOG detector do not use BB regression, and usually directly consider the sliding window as the detection result. To obtain accurate locations of an object, researchers have no choice but to build very dense pyramid and slide the detector densely on each location.
• From BB to BB (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) The first time that BB regression was introduced to an object detection system was in DPM [15] . The BB regression at that time usually acted as a post-processing block, thus it is optional. As the goal in the PASCAL VOC is to predict single bounding box for each object, the simplest way for a DPM to generate final detection should be directly using its root filter locations. Later, R. Girshick et al. introduced a more complex way to predict a bounding box based on the complete configuration of an object hypothesis and formulate this process as a linear least-squares regression problem [15] . This method yields noticeable improvements of the detection under PASCAL criteria.
From features to BB (after 2013)
After the introduction of Faster RCNN in 2015, BB regression no longer serves as an individual post-processing block but has been integrated with the detector and trained in an end-to-end fashion. At the same time, BB regression has evolved to predicting BB directly based on CNN features. In order to get more robust prediction, the smooth-L1 function [19] is commonly used,
or the root-square function [20] ,
as their regression loss, which are more robust to the outliers than the least square loss used in DPM. Some researchers also choose to normalize the coordinates to get more robust results [18, 19, 21, 23 ].
Technical Evolution of Context Priming
Visual objects are usually embedded in a typical context with the surrounding environments. Our brain takes advantage of the associations among objects and environments to facilitate visual perception and cognition [160] . Context priming has long been used to improve detection. There are three common approaches in its evolutionary history: 1) detection with local context, 2) detection with global context, and 3) context interactives, as shown in Fig. 8 .
• Detection with local context [10], HOG Det. [12] , Exemplar SVM [36] , DPM [13, 15] , Overfeat [103] , RCNN [16] , SPPNet [17] , Fast RCNN [18] , Faster RCNN [19] , YOLO [20] , SSD [21] , YOLO-v2 [48] , Unified Det. [105] , FPN [22] , RetinaNet [23] , RefineDet [55] , TridentNet [56] . [139] , MultiPath [140] , GBDNet [141, 142] , CC-Net [143] , MultiRegion-CNN [144] , CoupleNet [145] , DPM [14, 15] , StructDet [146] , YOLO [20] , RFCN++ [147] , ION [148] , AttenContext [149] , CtxSVM [150] , PersonContext [151] , SMN [152] , RetinaNet [23] , SIN [153] .
Local context refers to the visual information in the area that surrounds the object to detect. It has long been acknowledged that local context helps improve object detection. At early 2000s, Sinha and Torralba [139] found that inclusion of local contextual regions such as the facial bounding contour substantially improves face detection performance. Dalal and Triggs also found that incorporating a small amount of background information improves the accuracy of pedestrian detection [12] . Recent deep learning based detectors can also be improved with local context by simply enlarging the networks' receptive field or the size of object proposals [140] [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] 161 ].
• Detection with global context Global context exploits scene configuration as an additional source of information for object detection. For early time's object detectors, a common way of integrating global context is to integrate a statistical summary of the elements that comprise the scene, like Gist [160] . For modern deep learning based detectors, there are two methods to integrate global context. The first way is to take advantage of large receptive field (even larger than the input image) [20] or global pooling operation of a CNN feature [147] . The second way is to think of the global context as a kind of sequential information and to learn it with the recurrent neural networks [148, 149] .
Context interactive
Context interactive refers to the piece of information that conveys by the interactions of visual elements, such as the constraints and dependencies. For most object detectors, object instances are detected and recognized individually [10] , Face Det. [96] , HOG Det. [12] , DPM [13, 15] , RCNN [16] , SPPNet [17] , Fast RCNN [18] , Faster RCNN [19] , YOLO [20] , SSD [21] , FPN [22] , RetinaNet [23] , LearnNMS [154] , MAP-Det [155] , End2End-DPM [136] , StrucDet [146] , Overfeat [103] , APC-NMS [156] , MAPC [157] , SoftNMS [158] , FitnessNMS [159] .
without exploiting their relations. Some recent researches have suggested that modern object detectors can be improved by considering context interactives. Some recent improvements can be grouped into two categories, where the first one is to explore the relationship between individual objects [15, 146, 150, 152, 162] , and the second one is to explore modeling the dependencies between objects and scenes [151, 151, 153] .
Technical Evolution of Non-Maximum Suppression
Non-maximum suppression (NMS) is an important group of techniques in object detection. As the neighboring windows usually have similar detection scores, the non-maximum suppression is herein used as a post-processing step to remove the replicated bounding boxes and obtain the final detection result. At early times of object detection, NMS was not always integrated [30] . This is because the desired output of an object detection system was not entirely clear at that time. During the past 20 years, NMS has been gradually developed into the following three groups of methods: 1) greedy selection, 2) bounding box aggregation, and 3) learning to NMS, as shown in Fig. 9 .
• Greedy selection Greedy selection is an old fashioned but the most popular way to perform NMS in object detection. The idea behind this process is simple and intuitive: for a set of overlapped detections, the bounding box with the maximum detection score is selected while its neighboring boxes are removed according to a predefined overlap threshold (say, 0.5). The above processing is iteratively performed in a greedy manner.
Although greedy selection has now become the de facto method for NMS, it still has some space for improvement, as shown in Fig 11. First of all, the top-scoring box may not be the best fit. Second, it may suppress nearby objects. Finally, it does not suppress false positives. In recent years, in spite of the fact that some manual modifications have been recently made to improve its performance [158, 159, 163] (see Section 4.4 for more details), to our best knowledge, the greedy selection still performs as the strongest baseline for today's object detection.
• BB aggregation BB aggregation is another group of techniques for NMS [10, 103, 156, 157] with the idea of combining or clustering multiple overlapped bounding boxes into one final detection. The advantage of this type of method is that it takes full consideration of object relationships and their spatial layout. There are some well-known detectors using this method, such as the VJ detector [10] and the Overfeat [103] .
• Learning to NMS A recent group of NMS improvements that have recently received much attention is learning to NMS [136, 146, 154, 155] . The main idea of such group of methods is to think of NMS as a filter to re-score all raw detections and to train the NMS as part of a network in an end-to-end fashion. These methods have shown promising results on improving occlusion and dense object detection over traditional handcrafted NMS methods.
Technical Evolution of Hard Negative Mining
The training of an object detector is essentially an imbalanced data learning problem. In the case of sliding window based detectors, the imbalance between backgrounds and objects could be as extreme as 10 4 ∼10 5 background Fig. 10 . Evolution of hard negative mining techniques in object detection from 1994 to 2019. Detectors in this figure: Face Det. [164] , Haar Det. [29] , VJ Det. [10] , HOG Det. [12] , DPM [13, 15] , RCNN [16] , SPPNet [17] , Fast RCNN [18] , Faster RCNN [19] , YOLO [20] , SSD [21] , FasterPed [165] , OHEM [166] , RetinaNet [23] , RefineDet [55] . windows to every object. Modern detection datasets require the prediction of object aspect ratio, further increasing the imbalanced ratio to 10 6 ∼10 7 [129] . In this case, using all background data will be harmful to training as the vast number of easy negatives will overwhelm the learning process. Hard negative mining (HNM) aims to deal with the problem of imbalanced data during training. The technical evolution of HNM in object detection is shown in Fig. 10 .
• Bootstrap Bootstrap in object detection refers to a group of training techniques in which the training starts with a small part of background samples and then iteratively add new missclassified backgrounds during the training process. In early times object detectors, bootstrap was initially introduced with the purpose of reducing the training computations over millions of background samples [10, 29, 164] . Later it became a standard training technique in DPM and HOG detectors [12, 13] for solving the data imbalance problem.
• HNM in deep learning based detectors Later in the deep learning era, due to the improvement of computing power, bootstrap was shortly discarded in object detection during 2014-2016 [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . To ease the dataimbalance problem during training, detectors like Faster RCNN and YOLO simply balance the weights between the positive and negative windows. However, researchers later noticed that the weight-balancing cannot completely solve the imbalanced data problem [23] . To this end, after 2016, the bootstrap was re-introduced to deep learning based detectors [21, [165] [166] [167] [168] . For example, in SSD [21] and OHEM [166] , only the gradients of a very small part of samples (those with the largest loss values) will be back-propagated. In RefineDet [55] , an "anchor refinement module" is designed to filter easy negatives. An alternative improvement is to design new loss functions [23, 169, 170] , by reshaping the standard cross entropy loss so that it will put more focus on hard, misclassified examples [23] .
SPEED-UP OF DETECTION
The acceleration of object detection has long been an important but challenging problem. In the past 20 years, the object detection community has developed sophisticated acceleration techniques. These techniques can be roughly divided into three levels of groups: "speed up of detection pipeline", "speed up of detection engine", and "speed up of numerical computation", as shown in Fig 12 . 
Feature Map Shared Computation
Among the different computational stages of an object detector, the feature extraction usually dominates the amount of computation. For a sliding window based detector, the computational redundancy starts from both positions and scales, where the former one is caused by the overlap between adjacent windows, while the later one is by the feature correlation between adjacent scales.
Spatial Computational Redundancy and Speed Up
The most commonly used idea to reduce the spatial computational redundancy is feature map shared computation, i.e., to compute the feature map of the whole image only once before sliding window on it. The "image pyramid" of a traditional detector herein can be considered as a "feature pyramid". For example, to speed up HOG pedestrian detector, researchers usually accumulate the "HOG map" of the whole input image, as shown in Fig. 13 . However, the drawback of this method is also obvious, i.e., the feature map resolution (the minimum step size of the sliding window on this feature map) will be limited by the cell size. If a small object is located between two cells, it could be ignored by all detection windows. One solution to this problem is to build an integral feature pyramid, which will be introduced in Section 3.6.
The idea of feature map shared computation has also been extensively used in convolutional based detectors. Some related works can be traced back to the 1990s [96, 97] . Most of the CNN based detectors in recent years, e.g., SPPNet [17] , Fast-RCNN [18] , and Faster-RCNN [19] , have applied similar ideas, which have achieved tens or even hundreds of times of acceleration.
Scale Computational Redundancy and Speed Up
To reduce the scale computational redundancy, the most successful way is to directly scale the features rather than the images, which has been first applied in the VJ detector [10] . However, such an approach cannot be applied directly to HOG-like features because of blurring effects. For this problem, P. Dollár et al. discovered the strong (log-linear) correlation between the neighbor scales of the HOG and integral channel features [171] through extensive statistical analysis. This correlation can be used to accelerate the computation of a feature pyramid [172] by approximating the feature maps of adjacent scales. Besides, building "detector pyramid" is another way to avoid scale computational redundancy, i.e., to detect objects of different scales by simply sliding multiple detectors on one feature map rather than re-scaling the image or features [173] .
Speed up of Classifiers
Traditional sliding window based detectors, e.g., HOG detector and DPM, prefer using linear classifiers than nonlinear ones due to their low computational complexity. Detection with nonlinear classifiers such as kernel SVM suggests higher accuracy, but at the same time brings high computational overhead. As a standard non-parametric method, the traditional kernel method has no fixed computational complexity. When we have a very large training set, the detection speed will become extremely slow.
In object detection, there are many ways to speed up kernelized classifiers, where the "model approximation" is most commonly used [30, 174] . Since the decision boundary of a classical kernel SVM can only be determined by a small set of its training samples (support vectors), the computational complexity at the inference stage would be proportional to the number of support vectors: O(N sv ). Reduced Set Vectors [30] is an approximation method for kernel SVM, which aims to obtain an equivalent decision boundary in terms of a small number of synthetic vectors. Another way to speed up kernel SVM in object detection is to approximate its decision boundary to a piece-wise linear form so as to achieve a constant inference time [174] . The kernel method can also be accelerated with the sparse encoding methods [175] .
Cascaded Detection
Cascaded detection is a commonly used technique in object detection [10, 176] . It takes a coarse to fine detection philosophy: to filter out most of the simple background windows using simple calculations, then to process those more difficult windows with complex ones. The VJ detector is a representative of cascaded detection. After that, many subsequent classical object detectors such as the HOG detector and DPM have been accelerated by using this technique [14, 38, 54, 177, 178] .
In recent years, cascaded detection has also been applied to deep learning based detectors, especially for those detection tasks of "small objects in large scenes" , e.g., face detection [179, 180] , pedestrian detection [165, 177, 181] , etc. In addition to the algorithm acceleration, cascaded detection has been applied to solve other problems, e.g., to improve the detection of hard examples [182] [183] [184] , to integrate context information [143, 185] , and to improve localization accuracy [104, 125] .
Network Pruning and Quantification
"Network pruning" and "network quantification" are two commonly used techniques to speed up a CNN model, where the former one refers to pruning the network structure or weight to reduce its size and the latter one refers to reducing the code-length of activations or weights. 
Network Pruning
The research of "network pruning" can be traced back to as early as the 1980s. At that time, Y. LeCun et al. proposed a method called "optimal brain damage" to compress the parameters of a multi-layer perceptron network [186] . In this method, the loss function of a network is approximated by taking the second-order derivatives so that to remove some unimportant weights. Following this idea, the network pruning methods in recent years usually take an iterative training and pruning process, i.e., to remove only a small group of unimportant weights after each stage of training, and to repeat those operations [187] . As traditional network pruning simply removes unimportant weights, which may result in some sparse connectivity patterns in a convolutional filter, it can not be directly applied to compress a CNN model. A simple solution to this problem is to remove the whole filters instead of the independent weights [188, 189] .
Network Quantification
The recent works on network quantification mainly focus on network binarization, which aims to accelerate a network by quantifying its activations or weights to binary variables (say, 0/1) so that the floating-point operation is converted to AND, OR, NOT logical operations. Network binarization can significantly speed up computations and reduce the network's storage so that it can be much easier to be deployed on mobile devices. One possible implementation of the above ideas is to approximate the convolution by binary variables with the least squares method [190] . A more accurate approximation can be obtained by using linear combinations of multiple binary convolutions [191] . In addition, some researchers have further developed GPU acceleration libraries for binarized computation, which obtained more significant acceleration results [192] .
Network Distillation
Network distillation is a general framework to compress the knowledge of a large network ("teacher net") into a small one ("student net") [193, 194] . Recently, this idea has been used in the acceleration of object detection [195, 196] . One straight forward approach of this idea is to use a teacher net to instruct the training of a (light-weight) student net so that the latter can be used for speed up detection [195] . Another approach is to make transform of the candidate regions so as to minimize the features distance between the student net and teacher net. This method makes the detection model 2 times faster while achieving a comparable accuracy [196] .
Lightweight Network Design
The last group of methods to speed up a CNN based detector is to directly design a lightweight network instead of using off-the-shelf detection engines. Researchers have long been exploring the right configurations of a network so that to gain accuracy under a constrained time cost. In addition to some general designing principles like "fewer channels and more layers" [197] , some other approaches have been proposed in recent years: 1) factorizing convolutions, 2) group convolution, 3) depth-wise separable convolution, 4) bottle-neck design, and 5) neural architecture search.
Factorizing Convolutions
Factorizing convolutions is the simplest and most straight forward way to build a lightweight CNN model. There are two groups of factorizing methods.
The first group of methods is to factorize a large convolution filter into a set of small ones in their spatial dimension [47, 147, 198] , as shown in Fig. 14 (b) . For example, one can factorize a 7x7 filter into three 3x3 filters, where they share the same receptive field but the later one is more efficient. Another example is to factorize a k ×k filter into a k ×1 filter and a 1×k filter [198, 199] , which could be more efficient for very large filters, say 15x15 [199] . This idea has been recently used in object detection [200] .
The second group of methods is to factorize a large group of convolutions into two small groups in their chan-nel dimension [201, 202] , as shown in Fig. 14 (c) . For example, one can approximate a convolution layer with d filters and a feature map of c channels by d filters + a nonlinear activation + another d filters ( d < d ). In this case, the complexity O(dk 2 c) of the original layer can be reduced to
Group Convolution
Group convolution aims to reduce the number of parameters in a convolution layer by dividing the feature channels into many different groups, and then convolve on each group independently [189, 203] , as shown in Fig. 14 (d) .
If we evenly divide the feature channels into m groups, without changing other configurations, the computational complexity of the convolution will theoretically be reduced to 1/m of that before.
Depth-wise Separable Convolution
Depth-wise separable convolution, as shown in Fig. 14 (e) , is a recent popular way of building lightweight convolution networks [204] . It can be viewed as a special case of the group convolution when the number of groups is set equal to the number of channels. Suppose we have a convolutional layer with d filters and a feature map of c channels. The size of each filter is k × k. For a depth-wise separable convolution, every k ×k ×c filter is first to split into c slices each with the size of k ×k ×1, and then the convolutions are performed individually in each channel with each slice of the filter. Finally, a number of 1x1 filters are used to make a dimension transform so that the final output should have d channels. By using depthwise separable convolution, the computational complexity can be reduced from O(dk 2 c) to O(ck 2 ) + O(dc). This idea has been recently applied to object detection and fine-grain classification [205] [206] [207] .
Bottle-neck Design
A bottleneck layer in a neural network contains few nodes compared to the previous layers. It can be used to learning efficient data encodings of the input with reduced dimensionality, which has been commonly used in deep autoencoders [208] . In recent years, the bottle-neck design has been widely used for designing lightweight networks [47, [209] [210] [211] [212] . Among these methods, one common approach is to compress the input layer of a detector to reduce the amount of computation from the very beginning of the detection pipeline [209] [210] [211] . Another approach is to compress the output of the detection engine to make the feature map thinner, so as to make it more efficient for subsequent detection stages [47, 212] .
Neural Architecture Search
More recently, there has been significant interest in designing network architectures automatically by neural architecture search (NAS) instead of relying heavily on expert experience and knowledge. NAS has been applied to large-scale image classification [213, 214] , object detection [215] and image segmentation [216] tasks. NAS also shows promising results in designing lightweight networks very recently, where the constraints on the prediction accuracy and computational complexity are both considered during the searching process [217, 218] .
Numerical Acceleration
In this section, we mainly introduce four important numerical acceleration methods that are frequently used in object detection: 1) speed up with the integral image, 2) speed up in the frequency domain, 3) vector quantization, and 4) reduced rank approximation.
Speed Up with Integral Image
The integral image is an important method in image processing. It helps to rapidly calculate summations over image sub-regions. The essence of integral image is the integraldifferential separability of convolution in signal processing:
where if dg(x)/dx is a sparse signal, then the convolution can be accelerated by the right part of this equation. Although the VJ detector [10] is well known for the integral image acceleration, before it was born, the integral image has already been used to speed up a CNN model [219] and achieved more than 10 times acceleration. In addition to the above examples, integral image can also be used to speed up more general features in object detection, e.g., color histogram, gradient histogram [171, 177, 220, 221] , etc. A typical example is to speed up HOG by computing integral HOG maps [177, 220] . Instead of accumulating pixel values in a traditional integral image, the integral HOG map accumulates gradient orientations in an image, as shown in Fig. 15 . As the histogram of a cell can be viewed as the summation of the gradient vector in a certain region, by using the integral image, it is possible to compute a histogram in a rectangle region of an arbitrary position and size with a constant computational overhead. The integral HOG map has been used in pedestrian detection and has achieved dozens of times' acceleration without losing any accuracy [177] .
Later in 2009, P. Dollár et al. proposed a new type of image feature called Integral Channel Features (ICF), which can be considered as a more general case of the integral image features, and has been successfully used in pedestrian detection [171] . ICF achieves state-of-the-art detection accuracy under the near realtime detection speed in its time.
Speed Up in Frequency Domain
Convolution is an important type of numerical operation in object detection. As the detection of a linear detector can be viewed as the window-wise inner product between the feature map and detector's weights, this process can be implemented by convolutions.
The convolution can be accelerated in many ways, where the Fourier transform is a very practical choice especially for speeding up those large filters. The theoretical basis for accelerating convolution in the frequency domain is the convolution theorem in signal processing, that is, under suitable conditions, the Fourier transform of a convolution of two signals is the point-wise product in their Fourier space:
where F is Fourier transform, F −1 is Inverse Fourier transform, I and W are the input image and filter, * is the Fig. 15 . An illustration of how to compute the "Integral HOG Map" [177] . With integral image techniques, we can efficiently compute the histogram feature of any location and any size with constant computational complexity. Fig. 16 . An illustration of how to speed up a linear detector (e.g., HOG detector, DPM, etc) in frequency domain with fast Fourier transform and inverse fast Fourier transform [226] .
convolution operation, and is the point-wise product. The above calculation can be accelerated by using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). FFT and IFFT have now been frequently used to speed up CNN models [222] [223] [224] [225] and some classical linear object detectors [226] , which has improved the detection speed over an order of magnitude. Fig. 16 shows a standard pipeline to speed up a linear object detector (e.g., HOG and DPM) in the frequency domain.
Vector Quantization
The Vector Quantization (VQ) is a classical quantization method in signal processing that aims to approximate the distribution of a large group of data by a small set of prototype vectors. It can be used for data compression and accelerating the inner product operation in object detection [227, 228] . For example, with VQ, the HOG histograms can be grouped and quantified into a set of prototype histogram vectors. Then in the detection stage, the inner production between the feature vector and detection weights can be implemented by a table-look-up operation. As there is no floating point multiplication and division in this process, the speed of a DPM and exemplar SVM detector can be accelerated over an order of magnitude [227] .
Reduced Rank Approximation
In deep networks, the computation in a fully-connected layer is essentially a multiplication of two matrices. When the parameter matrix W ∈ R u×v is large, the computing burden of a detector will be heavy. For example, in Fast RCNN detector [18] nearly half of the forward pass time is spent in computing the fully connected layers. The reduced rank approximation is a method to accelerate matrix multiplications. It aims to make a low-rank decomposition of the matrix W:
where U is a u × t matrix comprising of the first t leftsingular vectors of W, Σ Σ Σ t is a t × t diagonal matrix containing the top t singular values of W, and V is v × t matrix comprising of the first t right-singular vectors of W. The above process, also known as the Truncated SVD, reduces the parameter count from uv to t(u + v), which can be significant if t is much smaller than min(u, v). Truncated SVD has been used to accelerate the Fast RCNN detector [18] and achieves x2 speed up.
RECENT ADVANCES IN OBJECT DETECTION
In this section, we will review the state of the art object detection methods in recent three years.
Detection with Better Engines
In recent years, deep CNN has played a central role in many computer vision tasks. As the accuracy of a detector depends heavily on its feature extraction networks, in this paper, we refer to the backbone networks, e.g. the ResNet and VGG, as the "engine" of a detector. Fig. 17 shows the detection accuracy of three well-known detection systems: Faster RCNN [19] , R-FCN [46] and SSD [21] with different choices of the engines [27] .
In this section, we will introduce some of the important detection engines in deep learning era. We refer readers to the following survey for more details on this topic [229] . VGG: VGG was proposed by Oxford's Visual Geometry Group (VGG) in 2014 [230] . VGG increased the model's depth to 16-19 layers and used very small (3x3) convolution filters instead of 5x5 and 7x7 those were previously used in AlexNet. VGG has achieved the state of the art performance on the ImageNet dataset of its time.
GoogLeNet: GoogLeNet, a.k.a Inception [198, [231] [232] [233] , is a big family of CNN models proposed by Google Inc. [236] . Its main contribution is the integration of global pooling and shuffling to learn channel-wise importance of the feature map. SENet won the 1st place in ILSVRC 2017 classification competition.
Object detectors with new engines
In recent three years, many of the latest engines have been applied to object detection. For example, some latest object detection models such as STDN [237] , DSOD [238] , TinyDSOD [207] , and Pelee [209] choose DenseNet [235] as their detection engine. The Mask RCNN [4] , as the state of the art model for instance segmentation, applied the next generation of ResNet: ResNeXt [239] as its detection engine. Besides, to speed up detection, the depth-wise separable convolution operation, which was introduced by Xception [204] , an improved version of Incepion, has also been used in detectors such as MobileNet [205] and LightHead RCNN [47] .
Detection with Better Features
The quality of feature representations is critical for object detection. In recent years, many researchers have made efforts to further improve the quality of image features on basis of some latest engines, where the most important two groups of methods are: 1) feature fusion and 2) learning high-resolution features with large receptive fields.
Why Feature Fusion is Important?
Invariance and equivariance are two important properties in image feature representations. Classification desires invariant feature representations since it aims at learning high-level semantic information. Object localization desires equivariant representations since it aims at discriminating position and scale changes. As object detection consists of two sub-tasks of object recognition and localization, it is crucial for a detector to learn both invariance and equivariance at the same time.
Feature fusion has been widely used in object detection in the last three years. As a CNN model consists of a series of convolutional and pooling layers, features in deeper layers will have stronger invariance but less equivariance. Although this could be beneficial to category recognition, it suffers from low localization accuracy in object detection. On the contrary, features in shallower layers is not conducive to learning semantics, but it helps object localization as it contains more information about edges and contours. Therefore, the integration of deep and shallow features in a CNN model helps improve both invariance and equivariance.
Feature Fusion in Different Ways
There are many ways to perform feature fusion in object detection. Here we introduce some recent methods in two aspects: 1) processing flow and 2) element-wise operation.
Processing flow
Recent feature fusion methods in object detection can be divided into two categories: 1) bottom-up fusion, 2) topdown fusion, as shown in Fig. 18 (a)-(b) . Bottom-up fusion feeds forward shallow features to deeper layers via skip connections [237, [240] [241] [242] . In comparison, top-down fusion feeds back the features of deeper layers into the shallower ones [22, 55, [243] [244] [245] [246] . Apart from these methods, there are more complex approaches proposed recently, e.g., weaving features across different layers [247] .
As the feature maps of different layers may have different sizes both in terms of their spatial and channel dimensions, one may need to accommodate the feature maps, such as by adjusting the number of channels, up-sampling lowresolution maps, or down-sampling high-resolution maps to a proper size. The easiest ways to do this is to use nearestor bilinear-interpolation [22, 244] . Besides, fractional strided convolution (a.k.a. transpose convolution) [45, 248] , is another recent popular way to resize the feature maps and adjust the number of channels. The advantage of using fractional strided convolution is that it can learn an appropriate way to perform up-sampling by itself [55, 212, 241-243, 245, 246, 249] .
• Element-wise operation From a local point of view, feature fusion can be considered as the element-wise operation between different feature maps. There are three groups of methods: 1) element-wise sum, 2) element-wise product, and 3) concatenation, as shown in Fig. 18 (c)-(e) .
The element-wise sum is the easiest way to perform feature fusion. It has been frequently used in many recent object detectors [22, 55, 241, 243, 246] . The element-wise product [245, [249] [250] [251] is very similar to the element-wise sum, while the only difference is the use of multiplication instead of summation. An advantage of element-wise product is that it can be used to suppress or highlight the features within a certain area, which may further benefit small object detection [245, 250, 251] . Feature concatenation is another way of feature fusion [212, 237, 240, 244] . Its advantage is that it can be used to integrate context information of different regions [105, 144, 149, 161] , while its disadvantage is the increase of the memory [235] .
Learning High Resolution Features with Large Receptive Fields
The receptive field and feature resolution are two important characteristics of a CNN based detector, where the former one refers to the spatial range of input pixels that contribute to the calculation of a single pixel of the output, and the latter one corresponds to the down-sampling rate between the input and the feature map. A network with a larger receptive field is able to capture a larger scale of context information, while that with a smaller one may concentrate more on the local details.
As we mentioned before, the lower the feature resolution is, the harder will be to detect small objects. The most straight forward way to increase the feature resolution is to remove pooling layer or to reduce the convolution downsampling rate. But this will cause a new problem, the receptive field will become too small due to the decreasing of output stride. In other words, this will narrow a detector's "sight" and may result in the miss detection of some large objects.
A piratical method to increase both of the receptive field and feature resolution at the same time is to introduce dilated convolution (a.k.a. atrous convolution, or convolution with holes). Dilated convolution is originally proposed in semantic segmentation tasks [252, 253] . Its main idea is to expand the convolution filter and use sparse parameters. For example, a 3x3 filter with a dilation rate of 2 will have the same receptive field as a 5x5 kernel but only have 9 parameters. Dilated convolution has now been widely used in object detection [21, 56, 254, 255] , and proves to be effective for improved accuracy without any additional parameters and computational cost [56] .
Beyond Sliding Window
Although object detection has evolved from using handcrafted features to deep neural networks, the detection still follows a paradigm of "sliding window on feature maps" [137] . Recently, there are some detectors built beyond sliding windows.
• Detection as sub-region search Sub-region search [184, [256] [257] [258] provides a new way of performing detection. One recent method is to think of detection as a path planning process that starts from initial grids and finally converges to the desired ground truth boxes [256] . Another method is to think of detection as an iterative updating process to refine the corners of a predicted bounding box [257] .
• Detection as key points localization Key points localization is an important computer vision task that has extensively broad applications, such as facial expression recognition [259] , human poses identification [260] , etc. As any object in an image can be uniquely determined by its upper left corner and lower right corner of the ground truth box, the detection task, therefore, can be equivalently framed as a pair-wise key points localization problem. One recent implementation of this idea is to predict a heat-map for the corners [261] . The advantage of this approach is that it can be implemented under a semantic segmentation framework, and there is no need to design multi-scale anchor boxes.
Improvements of Localization
To improve localization accuracy, there are two groups of methods in recent detectors: 1) bounding box refinement, and 2) designing new loss functions for accurate localization.
Bounding Box Refinement
The most intuitive way to improve localization accuracy is bounding box refinement, which can be considered as a post-processing of the detection results. Although the bounding box regression has been integrated into most of the modern object detectors, there are still some objects with unexpected scales that cannot be well captured by any of the predefined anchors. This will inevitably lead to an inaccurate prediction of their locations. For this reason, the "iterative bounding box refinement" [262] [263] [264] has been introduced recently by iteratively feeding the detection results into a BB regressor until the prediction converges to a correct location and size. However, some researchers also claimed that this method does not guarantee the monotonicity of localization accuracy [262] , in other words, the BB regression may degenerate the localization if it is applied for multiple times.
Improving Loss Functions for Accurate Localization
In most modern detectors, object localization is considered as a coordinate regression problem. However, there are two drawbacks of this paradigm. First, the regression loss function does not correspond to the final evaluation of localization. For example, we can not guarantee that a lower regression error will always produce a higher IoU prediction, especially when the object has a very large aspect ratio. Second, the traditional bounding box regression method does not provide the confidence of localization. When there are multiple BB's overlapping with each other, this may lead to failure in non-maximum suppression (see more details in subsection 2.3.5).
The above problems can be alleviated by designing new loss functions. The most intuitive design is to directly use IoU as the localization loss function [265] . Some other researchers have further proposed an IoU-guided NMS to improve localization in both training and detection stages [163] . Besides, some researchers have also tried to improve localization under a probabilistic inference framework [266] . Different from the previous methods that directly predict the box coordinates, this method predicts the probability distribution of a bounding box location.
Learning with Segmentation
Object detection and semantic segmentation are all important tasks in computer vision. Recent researches suggest object detection can be improved by learning with semantic segmentation.
Why Segmentation Improves Detection?
There are three reasons why the semantic segmentation improves object detection.
• Segmentation helps category recognition Edges and boundaries are the basic elements that constitute human visual cognition [267, 268] . In computer vision, the difference between an object (e.g., a car, a person) and a stuff (e.g., sky, water, grass) is that the former usually has a closed and well defined boundary while the latter does not. As the feature of semantic segmentation tasks well captures the boundary of an object, segmentation may be helpful for category recognition.
Segmentation helps accurate localization
The ground-truth bounding box of an object is determined by its well-defined boundary. For some objects with a special shape (e.g., imagine a cat with a very long tail), it will be difficult to predict high IoU locations. As object boundaries can be well encoded in semantic segmentation features, learning with segmentation would be helpful for accurate object localization.
• Segmentation can be embedded as context Objects in daily life are surrounded by different backgrounds, such as the sky, water, grass, etc, and all these elements constitute the context of an object. Integrating the context of semantic segmentation will be helpful for object detection, say, an aircraft is more likely to appear in the sky than on the water.
How Segmentation Improves Detection?
There are two main approaches to improve object detection by segmentation: 1) learning with enriched features and 2) learning with multi-task loss functions.
Learning with enriched features
The simplest way is to think of the segmentation network as a fixed feature extractor and to integrate it into a detection framework as additional features [144, 269, 270] . The advantage of this approach is that it is easy to implement, while the disadvantage is that the segmentation network may bring additional calculation.
• Learning with multi-task loss functions Another way is to introduce an additional segmentation branch on top of the original detection framework and to train this model with multi-task loss functions (segmentation loss + detection loss) [4, 269] . In most cases, the segmentation brunch will be removed at the inference stage. The advantage is the detection speed will not be affected, but the disadvantage is that the training requires pixel-level image annotations. To this end, some researchers have followed the idea of "weakly supervised learning": instead of training based on pixel-wise annotation masks, they simply train the segmentation brunch based on the bounding-box level annotations [250, 271] .
Robust Detection of Rotation and Scale Changes
Object rotation and scale changes are important challenges in object detection. As the features learned by CNN are not invariant to rotation and large degree of scale changes, in recent years, many people have made efforts in this problem.
Rotation Robust Detection
Object rotation is very common in detection tasks such as face detection, text detection, etc. The most straight forward solution to this problem is data augmentation so that an object in any orientation can be well covered by the augmented data [88] . Another solution is to train independent detectors for every orientation [272, 273] . Apart from these traditional approaches, recently, there are some new improvement methods.
Rotation invariant loss functions
The idea of learning with rotation invariant loss function can be traced back to the 1990s [274] . Some recent works have introduced a constraint on the original detection loss function so that to make the features of rotated objects unchanged [275, 276] .
Rotation calibration
Another way of improving rotation invariant detection is to make geometric transformations of the objects candidates [277] [278] [279] . This will be especially helpful for multi-stage detectors, where the correlation at early stages will benefit the subsequent detections. The representative of this idea is Spatial Transformer Networks (STN) [278] . STN has now been used in rotated text detection [278] and rotated face detection [279] .
Rotation RoI Pooling
In a two-stage detector, feature pooling aims to extract a fixed length feature representation for an object proposal with any location and size by first dividing the proposal evenly into a set of grids, and then concatenating the grid features. As the grid meshing is performed in Cartesian coordinates, the features are not invariance to rotation transform. A recent improvement is to mesh the grids in polar coordinates so that the features could be robust to the rotation changes [272] .
Scale Robust Detection
Recent improvements have been made at both training and detection stages for scale robust detection.
Scale adaptive training
Most of the modern detectors re-scale the input image to a fixed size and back propagate the loss of the objects in all scales, as shown in Fig. 19 (a) . However, a drawback of doing this is there will be a "scale imbalance" problem. Building an image pyramid during detection could alleviate this problem but not fundamentally [46, 234] . A recent improvement is Scale Normalization for Image Pyramids (SNIP) [280] , which builds image pyramids at both of training and detection stages and only backpropagates the loss of some selected scales, as shown in Fig. 19 (b) . Some researchers have further proposed a more efficient training strategy: SNIP with Efficient Resampling (SNIPER) [281] , i.e. to crop and re-scale an image to a set of sub-regions so that to benefit from large batch training.
Scale adaptive detection
Most of the modern detectors use the fixed configurations for detecting objects of different sizes. For example, in a typical CNN based detector, we need to carefully define the size of anchors. A drawback of doing this is the configurations cannot be adaptive to unexpected scale changes. To improve the detection of small objects, some "adaptive zoom-in" techniques are proposed in some recent detectors to adaptively enlarge the small objects into the "larger ones" [184, 258] . Another recent improvement is learning to predict the scale distribution of objects in an image, and then adaptively re-scaling the image according to the distribution [282, 283] .
Training from Scratch
Most deep learning based detectors are first pre-trained on large scale datasets, say ImageNet, and then fine-tuned on specific detection tasks. People have always believed that pre-training helps to improve generalization ability and training speed and the question is, do we really need to pre-training a detector on ImageNet? In fact, there are some limitations when adopting the pre-trained networks in object detection. The first limitation is the divergence between ImageNet classification and object detection, including their loss functions and scale/category distributions. The second limitation is the domain mismatch. As images in ImageNet are RGB images while detection sometimes will be applied to depth image (RGB-D) or 3D medical images, the pretrained knowledge can not be well transfer to these detection tasks.
In recent years, some researchers have tried to train an object detector from scratch. To speed up training and improve stability, some researchers introduce dense connection and batch normalization to accelerate the back-propagation in shallow layers [238, 284] . The recent work by K. He et al. [285] has further questioned the paradigm of pretraining even further by exploring the opposite regime: they reported competitive results on object detection on the COCO dataset using standard models trained from random initialization, with the sole exception of increasing the number of training iterations so the randomly initialized models may converge. Training from random initialization is also surprisingly robust even using only 10% of the training data, which indicates that ImageNet pre-training may speed up convergence, but does not necessarily provide regularization or improve final detection accuracy.
Adversarial Training
The Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [286] , introduced by A. Goodfellow et al. in 2014, has received great attention in recent years. A typical GAN consists of two neural networks: a generator networks and a discriminator networks, contesting with each other in a minimax optimization framework. Typically, the generator learns to map from a latent space to a particular data distribution of interest, while the discriminator aims to discriminate between instances from the true data distribution and those produced by the generator. GAN has been widely used for many computer vision tasks such as image generation [286, 287] , image style transfer [288] , and image super-resolution [289] . In recent two years, GAN has also been applied to object detection, especially for improving the detection of small and occluded object.
GAN has been used to enhance the detection on small objects by narrowing the representations between small and large ones [290, 291] . To improve the detection of occluded objects, one recent idea is to generate occlusion masks by using adversarial training [292] . Instead of generating [17] [18] [19] 21] . (b) Training on multi-resolution images (image pyramid), back propagate objects of selected scale. If an object is too large or too small, its gradient will be discarded [56, 280, 281] .
examples in pixel space, the adversarial network directly modifies the features to mimic occlusion.
In addition to these works, "adversarial attack" [293] , which aims to study how to attack a detector with adversarial examples, has drawn increasing attention recently. The research on this topic is especially important for autonomous driving, as it cannot be fully trusted before guaranteeing the robustness to adversarial attacks.
Weakly Supervised Object Detection
The training of a modern object detector usually requires a large amount of manually labeled data, while the labeling process is time-consuming, expensive, and inefficient. Weakly Supervised Object Detection (WSOD) aims to solve this problem by training a detector with only image level annotations instead of bounding boxes.
Recently, multi-instance learning has been used for WSOD [294, 295] . Multi-instance learning is a group of supervised learning method [39, 296] . Instead of learning with a set of instances which are individually labeled, a multiinstance learning model receives a set of labeled bags, each containing many instances. If we consider object candidates in one image as a bag, and image-level annotation as the label, then the WSOD can be formulated as a multi-instance learning process.
Class activation mapping is another recently group of methods for WSOD [297, 298] . The research on CNN visualization has shown that the convolution layer of a CNN behaves as object detectors despite there is no supervision on the location of the object. Class activation mapping shed light on how to enable a CNN to have localization ability despite being trained on image level labels [299] .
In addition to the above approaches, some other researchers considered the WSOD as a proposal ranking process by selecting the most informative regions and then training these regions with image-level annotation [300] . Another simple method for WSOD is to mask out different parts of the image. If the detection score drops sharply, then an object would be covered with high probability [301] . Besides, interactive annotation [295] takes human feedback into consideration during training so that to improve WSOD. More recently, generative adversarial training has been used for WSOD [302] .
APPLICATIONS
In this section, we will review some important detection applications in the past 20 years, including pedestrian detection, face detection, text detection, traffic sign/light detection, and remote sensing target detection.
Pedestrian Detection
Pedestrian detection, as an important object detection application, has received extensive attention in many areas such as autonomous driving, video surveillance, criminal investigation, etc. Some early time's pedestrian detection methods, such as HOG detector [12] , ICF detector [171] , laid a solid foundation for general object detection in terms of the feature representation [12, 171] , the design of classifier [174] , and the detection acceleration [177] . In recent years, some general object detection algorithms, e.g., Faster RCNN [19] , have been introduced to pedestrian detection [165] , and has greatly promoted the progress of this area.
Difficulties and Challenges
The challenges and difficulties in pedestrian detection can be summarized as follows.
Small pedestrian: Fig. 20 (a) shows some examples of the small pedestrians that are captured far from the camera. In Caltech Dataset [59, 60] , 15% of the pedestrians are less than 30 pixels in height.
Hard negatives: Some backgrounds in street view images are very similar to pedestrians in their visual appearance, as shown in Fig. 20 (b) .
Dense and occluded pedestrian: Fig 20 (c) shows some examples of dense and occluded pedestrians. In the Caltech Dataset [59, 60] , pedestrians that haven't been occluded only account for 29% of the total pedestrian instances.
Real-time detection: The real-time pedestrian detection from HD video is crucial for some applications like autonomous driving and video surveillance. 
Literature Review
Pedestrian detection has a very long research history [30, 31, 101] . Its development can be divided into two technical periods: 1) traditional pedestrian detection and 2) deep learning based pedestrian detection. We refer readers to the following surveys for more details on this topic [60, [303] [304] [305] [306] [307] .
Traditional pedestrian detection methods
Due to the limitations of computing resources, the Haar wavelet feature has been broadly used in early time's pedestrian detection [30, 31, 308] . To improve the detection of occluded pedestrians, one popular idea of that time was "detection by components" [31, 102, 220] , i.e., to think of the detection as an ensemble of multiple part detectors that trained individually on different human parts, e.g. head, legs, and arms. As the increase of computing power, people started to design more complex detection models, and since 2005, gradient-based representation [12, 37, 177, 220, 309] and DPM [15, 37, 54] have become the mainstream of pedestrian detection. In 2009, by using the integral image acceleration, an effective and lightweight feature representation: the Integral Channel Features (ICF), was proposed [171] . ICF then became the new benchmark of pedestrian detection at that time [60] . In addition to the feature representation, some domain knowledge also has been considered, such as appearance constancy and shape symmetry [310] and stereo information [173, 311] .
• Deep learning based pedestrian detection methods Pedestrian detection is one of the first computer vision task that applies deep learning [312] .
To improve small pedestrian detection: Although deep learning object detectors such as Fast/Faster R-CNN have shown state of the art performance for general object detection, they have limited success for detecting small pedestrians due to the low resolution of their convolutional features [165] . Some recent solutions to this problem include feature fusion [165] , introducing extra high-resolution handcrafted features [313, 314] , and ensembling detection results on multiple resolutions [315] .
To improve hard negative detection: Some recent improvements include the integration of boosted decision tree [165] , and semantics segmentation (as the context of the pedestrians) [316] . In addition, the idea of "cross-modal learning" has also been introduced to enrich the feature of hard negatives by using both RGB and infrared images [317] .
To improve dense and occluded pedestrian detection: As we have mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the features in deeper layers of CNN have richer semantics but are not effective for detecting dense objects. To this end, some researchers have designed new loss function by considering the attraction of target and the repulsion of other surrounding objects [318] . Target occlusion is another problem that usually comes up with dense pedestrians. The ensemble of part detectors [319, 320] and the attention mechanism [321] are the most common ways to improve occluded pedestrian detection.
Face Detection
Face detection is one of the oldest computer vision applications [96, 164] . Early time's face detection, such as the VJ detector [10] , has greatly promoted the object detection where many of its remarkable ideas are still playing important roles even in today's object detection. Face detection has now been applied in all walks of life, such as the "smile" detection in digital cameras, "face swiping" in e-commerce, facial makeup in mobile apps, etc.
Difficulties and Challenges
The difficulties and challenges in face detection can be summarized as follows:
Intra-class variation: Human faces may present a variety of expressions, skin colors, poses, and movements, as shown in Fig. 21 (a) .
Occlusion: Faces may be partially occluded by other objects, as shown in Fig. 21 (b) .
Multi-scale detection: Detecting faces in a large variety of scales, especially for some tiny faces, as shown in Fig. 21  (c) .
Real-time detection: Face detection on mobile devices usually requires a CPU real-time detection speed.
Literature review
The research of face detection can be traced back to the early 1990s [95, 106, 108] . It then has gone through multiple historical periods: early time's face detection (before 2001), traditional face detection (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) , and deep learning based face detection (2015-now). We refer readers to the following surveys for more details [323, 324] . The early time's face detection algorithms can be divided into three groups: 1) Rule-based methods. This group of methods encode human knowledge of what constitutes a typical face and capture the relationships between facial elements [107, 108] . 2) Subspace analysis-based methods. This group of methods analyze the face distribution in underlying linear subspace [95, 106] . Eigenfaces is the representative of this group of methods [95] . 3) Learning based methods: To frame the face detection as a sliding window + binary classification (target vs background) process. Some commonly used models of this group include neural network [96, 164, 325] and SVM [29, 326] . There are two groups of face detectors in this period. The first group of methods are built based on boosted decision trees [10, 11, 109] . These methods are easy to compute, but usually suffer from low detection accuracy under complex scenes. The second group is based on early time's convolutional neural networks, where the shared computation of features are used to speed up detection [112, 113, 327] .
• Deep learning based face detection (after 2015)
In deep learning era, most of the face detection algorithms follow the detection idea of the general object detectors such as Faster RCNN and SSD.
To speed up face detection: Cascaded detection (see more details in Section 3.3) is the most common way to speed up a face detector in deep learning era [179, 180] . Another speed up method is to predict the scale distribution of the faces in an image [283] and then run detection on some selected scales.
To improve multi-pose and occluded face detection: The idea of "face calibration" has been used to improve multi-pose face detection by estimating the calibration parameters [279] or using progressive calibration through multiple detection stages [277] . To improve occluded face detection, two methods have been proposed recently. The first one is to incorporate "attention mechanism" so that to highlight the features of underlying face targets [250] . The second one is "detection based on parts" [328] , which inherits ideas from DPM.
To improve multi-scale face detection: Recent works on multi-scale face detection [322, [329] [330] [331] use similar detection strategies as those in general object detection, including multi-scale feature fusion and multi-resolution detection (see Section 2.3.2 and 4.2.2 for more details).
Text Detection
Text has long been the major information carrier of the human for thousands of years. The fundamental goal of text detection is to determine whether or not there is text in a given image, and if there is, to localize, and recognize it. Text detection has very broad applications. It helps people who are visually impaired to "read" street signs and currency [332, 333] . In geographic information systems, the detection and recognition of house numbers and street signs make it easier to build digital maps [334, 335] .
Difficulties and Challenges
The difficulties and challenges of text detection can be summarized as follows:
Different fonts and languages: Texts may have different fonts, colors, and languages, as shown in Fig. 22 (a) .
Text rotation and perspective distortion: Texts may have different orientations and even may have perspective distortion, as shown in Fig. 22 (b) .
Densely arranged text localization: Text lines with large aspect ratios and dense layout are difficult to localize accurately, as shown in Fig. 22 (c) .
Broken and blurred characters: Broken and blurred characters are common in street view images.
Literature Review
Text detection consists of two related but relatively independent tasks: 1) text localization, and 2) text recognition. The existing text detection methods can be divided into two groups: "step-wise detection" and "integrated detection". We refer readers to the following survey for more details [338, 339] .
Step-wise detection vs integrated detection
Step-wise detection methods [340, 341] consist of a series of processing steps including character segmentation, candidate region verification, character grouping, and word recognition. The advantage of this group of methods is most of the background can be filtered in the coarse segmentation step, which greatly reduces the computational cost of the following process. The disadvantage is the parameters of all steps need to be set carefully, and the errors will occur and accumulate throughout each of these steps. By contrast, integrated methods [342] [343] [344] [345] frame the text detection as a joint probability inference problem, where the steps of character localization, grouping, and recognition are processed under a unified framework. The advantage of these methods is it avoids the cumulative error and is easy to integrate language models. The disadvantage is the inference will be computationally expensive when considering a large number of character classes and candidate windows [339] .
• Traditional methods vs deep learning methods Most of the traditional text detection methods generate text candidates in an unsupervised way, where the commonly used techniques include Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) segmentation [341] and morphological filtering [346] . Some domain knowledge, such as the symmetry of texts and the structures of strokes, also have been considered in these methods [340, 341, 347] .
In recent years, researchers have paid more attention to the problem of text localization rather than recognition. Two groups of methods are proposed recently. The first group of methods frame the text detection as a special case of general object detection [251, [348] [349] [350] [351] [352] [353] [354] [355] [356] [357] . These methods have a unified detection framework, but it is less effective for detecting texts with orientation or with large aspect ratio. The second group of methods frame the text detection as an image segmentation problem [336, 337, [358] [359] [360] . The advantage of these methods is there are no special restrictions for the shape and orientation of text, but the disadvantage is that it is not easy to distinguish densely arranged text lines from each other based on the segmentation result. The recent deep learning based text detection methods have proposed some solutions to the above problems.
For text rotation and perspective changes: The most common solution to this problem is to introduce additional parameters in anchor boxes and RoI pooling layer that are associated with rotation and perspective changes [351] [352] [353] [355] [356] [357] .
To improve densely arranged text detection: The segmentation-based approach shows more advantages in detecting densely arranged texts. To distinguish the adjacent text lines, two groups of solutions have been proposed recently. The first one is "segment and linking", where "segment" refers to the character heatmap, and "linking" refers to the connection between two adjacent segments indicating that they belong to the same word or line of text [336, 358] . The second group is to introduce an additional corner/border detection task to help separate densely arrange texts, where a group of corners or a closed boundary corresponds to an individual line of text [337, 359, 360] .
To improve broken and blurred text detection: A recent idea to deal with broken and blurred texts is to use word level [77, 361] recognition and sentence level recognition [335] . To deal with texts with different fonts, the most effective way is training with synthetic samples [77, 348] .
Traffic Sign and Traffic Light Detection
With the development of self-driving technology, the automatic detection of traffic sign and traffic light has attracted great attention in recent years. Over the past decades, although the computer vision community has largely pushed towards the detection of general objects rather than fixed patterns like traffic lights and traffic signs, it would still be a mistake to believe that their recognition is not challenging.
Difficulties and Challenges
The challenges and difficulties of traffic sign/light detection can be summarized as follows:
Illumination changes: The detection will be particularly difficult when driving into the sun glare or at night, as shown in Fig. 23 (a) .
Motion blur: The image captured by an on-board camera will become blurred due to the motion of the car, as shown in Fig. 23 (b) .
Bad weather: In bad weathers, e.g., rainy and snowy days, the image quality will be affected, as shown in Fig. 23  (c) .
Real-time detection: This is particularly important for autonomous driving.
Literature Review
Existing traffic sign/light detection methods can be divided into two groups: 1) traditional detection methods and 2) deep learning based detection methods. We refer readers to the following survey [80] for more details on this topic.
Traditional detection methods
The research of vision based traffic sign/light detection can date back to as far as 20 years ago [362, 363] . As traffic sign/light has particular shape and color, the traditional detection methods are usually based on color thresholding [364] [365] [366] [367] [368] , visual saliency detection [369] , morphological filtering [79] , and edge/contour analysis [370, 371] . As the above methods are merely designed based on low-level vision, they usually fail under complex environments (as is shown in Fig. 23) , therefore, some researchers began to find other solutions beyond vision-based approaches, e.g., to combine GPS and digital maps in traffic light detection [372, 373] . Although "feature pyramid + sliding window" has become a standard framework for general object detection and pedestrian detection at that time, apart from a very small number of works [374] , the mainstream of traffic sign/light detection methods did not follow this paradigm until 2010 [375] [376] [377] .
Deep learning based detection methods
In deep learning era, some well-known detectors such as Faster RCNN and SSD were applied in traffic sign/light detection tasks [83, 84, 378, 379] . On basis on these detectors, some new techniques, such as the attention mechanism and adversarial training have been used to improve detection under complex traffic environments [290, 378] .
Remote Sensing Target Detection
Remote sensing imaging technique has opened a door for people to better understand the earth. In recent years, as the resolution of remote sensing images has increased, remote sensing target detection (e.g., the detection of airplane, ship, oil-pot, etc), has become a research hot-spot. Remote sensing target detection has broad applications, such as military investigation, disaster rescue, and urban traffic management.
Difficulties and Challenges
The challenges and difficulties in remote sensing target detection are summarized as follows:
Detection in "big data": Due to the huge data volume of remote sensing images, how to quickly and accurately detect remote sensing targets remains a problem. Fig. 24 (a) shows a comparison on data volume between remote sensing images and natural images.
Occluded targets: Over 50% of the earth's surface is covered by cloud every day. Some examples of occluded targets are shown in Fig. 24 (b) .
Domain adaptation: Remote sensing images captured by different sensors (e.g., with different modulates and resolutions) present a high degree of differences.
Literature Review
We refer readers to the following surveys for more details on this topic [90, 382] .
Traditional detection methods
Most of the traditional remote sensing target detection methods follow a two-stage detection paradigm: 1) candidate extraction and 2) target verification. In candidate extraction stage, some frequently used methods include gray value filtering based methods [383, 384] , visual saliencybased methods [385] [386] [387] [388] , wavelet transform based methods [389] , anomaly detection based methods [390] , etc. One similarity of the above methods is they are all unsupervised methods, thus usually fail in complex environments. In target verification stage, some frequently used features include HOG [390, 391] , LBP [384] , SIFT [386, 388, 392] , etc. Besides, there are also some other methods following the sliding window detection paradigm [391] [392] [393] [394] .
To detect targets with particular structure and shape such as oil-pots and inshore ships, some domain knowledge is used. For example, the oil-pot detection can be considered as circle/arc detection problem [395, 396] . The inshore ship detection can be considered as the detection of the foredeck and the stern [397, 398] . To improve the occluded target detection, one commonly used idea is "detection by parts" [380, 399] . To detect targets with different orientations, the "mixture model" is used by training different detectors for targets of different orientations [273] .
Deep learning based detection methods
After the great success of RCNN in 2014, deep CNN has been soon applied to remote sensing target detection [275, 276, 400, 401] . The general object detection framework like Faster RCNN and SSD have attracted increasing attention in remote sensing community [91, 167, 381, [402] [403] [404] [405] .
Due to the huge different between a remote sensing image and an everyday image, some investigations have been made on the effectiveness of deep CNN features for remote sensing images [406] [407] [408] . People discovered that in spite of its great success, the deep CNN is no better than traditional methods for spectral data [406] . To detect targets with different orientations, some researchers have improved the ROI Pooling layer for better rotation invariance [272, 409] . To improve domain adaptation, some researchers formulated the detection from a Bayesian view that at the detection stage, the model is adaptively updated based on the distribution of test images [91] . In addition, the attention mechanisms and feature fusion strategy also have been used to improve small target detection [410, 411] .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Remarkable achievements have been made in object detection over the past 20 years. This paper not only extensively reviews some milestone detectors (e.g. VJ detector, HOG detector, DPM, Faster-RCNN, YOLO, SSD, etc), key technologies, speed up methods, detection applications, datasets, and metrics in its 20 years of history, but also discusses the challenges currently met by the community, and how these detectors can be further extended and improved.
The future research of object detection may focus but is not limited to the following aspects:
Lightweight object detection: To speed up the detection algorithm so that it can run smoothly on mobile devices. Some important applications include mobile augmented reality, smart cameras, face verification, etc. Although a great effort has been made in recent years, the speed gap between a machine and human eyes still remains large, especially for detecting some small objects.
Detection meets AutoML: Recent deep learning based detectors are becoming more and more sophisticated and heavily relies on experiences. A future direction is to reduce human intervention when designing the detection model (e.g., how to design the engine and how to set anchor boxes) by using neural architecture search. AutoML could be the future of object detection.
Detection meets domain adaptation: The training process of any target detector can be essentially considered as a likelihood estimation process under the assumption of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) data. Object detection with non-i.i.d. data, especially for some real-world applications, still remains a challenge. GAN has shown promising results in domain adaptation and may be of great help to object detection in the future.
Weakly supervised detection: The training of a deep learning based detector usually relies on a large amount of well-annotated images. The annotation process is timeconsuming, expensive, and inefficient. Developing weakly supervised detection techniques where the detectors are only trained with image-level annotations, or partially with bounding box annotations is of great importance for reducing labor costs and improving detection flexibility.
Small object detection: Detecting small objects in large scenes has long been a challenge. Some potential application of this research direction includes counting the population of wild animals with remote sensing images and detecting the state of some important military targets. Some further directions may include the integration of the visual attention mechanisms and the design of high resolution lightweight networks.
Detection in videos: Real-time object detection/tracking in HD videos is of great importance for video surveillance and autonomous driving. Traditional object detectors are usually designed under for image-wise detection, while simply ignores the correlations between videos frames. Improving detection by exploring the spatial and temporal correlation is an important research direction.
Detection with information fusion: Object detection with multiple sources/modalities of data, e.g., RGB-D image, 3d point cloud, LIDAR, etc, is of great importance for autonomous driving and drone applications. Some open questions include: how to immigrate well-trained detectors to different modalities of data, how to make information fusion to improve detection, etc.
Standing on the highway of technical evolutions, we believe this paper will help readers to build a big picture of object detection and to find future directions of this fastmoving research field.
